Functional magnetic resonance imaging of the sensorimotor system in preterm infants.
Preterm birth at <32 weeks' gestational age has a specific predilection for periventricular white matter injury. Early prediction of concomitant motor sequelae is a fundamental clinical issue. Recently, functional MRI was introduced as a noninvasive method for investigating the functional integrity of the neonatal brain. We aimed at implementing a unilateral passive forearm extension/flexion functional MRI paradigm in a routine clinical MRI setup to allow noninvasive mapping of the sensorimotor system in preterm infants and to relate the functional data to structural and behavioral data. Eight patients (median gestational age: 26.5 weeks; median birth weight: 885 g) were included. The functional MRI was performed at term-equivalent age (median: 39 weeks' postconceptional age) under chloral hydrate (50 mg/kg) sedation. In 5 of 8 patients, functional MRI data acquisition was successful. This resulted in 10 functional data sets (5 for passive stimulation of each forearm). Unilateral stimulation was associated with mainly bilateral activation of the primary sensorimotor cortex (n = 7 of 10 data sets), the prevailing hemodynamic response being a negative blood oxygenation level-dependent signal. Positive blood oxygenation level-dependent response or failure to activate the sensorimotor cortex (n = 3 of 10 data sets) were seen in those patients with aberrant structural/behavioral indices. Our data show the feasibility of passive unilateral sensorimotor stimulation during neonatal clinical MRI protocols. The bilateral activation pattern observed at this age is compatible with a bilaterally distributed sensorimotor system. Our data validate initial accounts for a raised incidence of negative blood oxygenation level-dependent responses in the primary sensorimotor cortex at this developmental stage. The negative blood oxygenation level-dependent response is likely to reflect a reduction of the oxy/deoxy-hemoglobin ratio during a maturational stage characterized by rapid formation of synapses, yet ineffective processing. Positive blood oxygenation level-dependent responses or failure to activate the sensorimotor cortex may be an early indicator of abnormal development and will have to be followed up carefully.